The Oppenheimer Award

The 2012-2013 Oppenheimer Award recipients are Diarmuid Lane, Niall Seery, and Seamus Gordon of the University of Limerick, Ireland for their presentation Promoting the Visualizing Instinct Through Freehand Sketching Within Initial Technology Teacher Education. Their paper can be found at http://edgd.asee.org/conferences/proceedings/67th%20Midyear/Paper%20Presentations%20-%20Session%202/Promoting%20the%20Visualizing%20Instinct%20through%20Freehand%20Sketching%20within%20Initial%20Technology%20Teacher%20Education_Lane%20Seery%20Gordon_67th%20EDGD%20Proceedings.pdf

The Oppenheimer Award was established by Frank Oppenheimer to encourage the highest level of professionalism in oral presentations at the Engineering Design Graphics Division Midyear Meeting. The award includes a framed citation and cash award. At the conclusion of the Mid-Year Conference, the Chair announces the recipient during the Awards Banquet. The Oppenheimer Award is funded by a yearly cash award by the Oppenheimer Endowment Fund.

The award description can be found at http://edgd.asee.org/awards/oppenheimer/index.htm

A complete list of awardees list can be found at http://edgd.asee.org/awards/oppenheimer/awardees.htm

[1] Standing from left to right: Thomas Delahunty (Media Showcase recipient), Diarmuid Lane (Oppenheimer Award recipient), Aaron Clark, Niall Seery (Oppenheimer Award recipient), and Nancy Study
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